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GENERAL

Byrd Station: The auroral substation, about 140 miles northeast of Byrd
Station, was officially closed on the 9th of October when the three-man civil-
ian wintering-over party was evacuated to Byrd Station by a surface trail party.
This was the first small U.S. wintering-over program since Admiral Richard E.
Byrd occupied the Boiling Advance Base on the Ross Ice Shelf in the winter of

1934.

The first flight of the summer season from McMurdo to Byrd Station was
made on October 12 with a C-130 Hercules plane. By the end of the month most
of the 1964 wintering-over scientists had arrived at Byrd and were being briefed
on equipment operation and maintenance problems.

Eights Station: The summer season at Eights Station began on the 20th of
October with the arrival of the 0-130 flight. The Station Scientific Leader,
Mr. Huffman, geomagnetician from the Coast and Geodetic Survey who had received
third degree electrical burns shortly before the flight, was taken out on the
first plane. The second C-130 flight, made on October 29, brought in most of
the relief personnel.

USNS Eltanin: Cruise 10 of the USNS Eltanin started as the ship left
Valparaiso, Chile, on October 6, 1963. The cruise Is planned in the area be-
tween 740 and 840 West Longitude, and should terminate early in December. On
November 1st the ship was at 650S , 750W, at the northern edge of the ice pack.

Hallett Station: The first flight of the summer season to Hallett Station
was made in a 0-47 on the 11th of October, Later in the month 0-130 flights
brought in some of the summer U.S. and New Zealand biological parties.

McMurdo Station: Following the September 30 and October 1 flights to
McMurdo from Christchurch and from Cape Town, the plane activity between New
Zealand and the continent and between McMurdo and the other four stations was
very high. Most of the summer field scientists arrived in McMurdo during Octo-
ber and were preparing for departure to field sites early in November. The
summer weather stations: Beardmore, between McMurdo and the Pole, and Little
Rockford, between McMurdo and Byrd Station, were reinstalled.

South Pole Station: The October 24th flight of a C-130 from McMurdo to
Pole Station was the earliest spring flight ever made to this station s Every.-
thing is in order for the new wintering-over and the summer personnel that are
expected in early November. The USARP barracks have been altered to accommodate
up to 28 persons during the summer season.
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Wilkes Station: Personnel were busy during October with cleaning and paint-

ing in practically all departments. New communication equipment was also in-
stalled late in the month.

The first skuas were seen about the middle of the month and a few days later
the first Adlie penguins appeared.

At the end of the month the inland traverse was 300 miles south-southeast of
Wilkes Station and proceeding according to schedule.

BIOLOGY

Bird Island, South Georgia:

Johns Hopkins University and Bernice P. Bishop Museum: Preparations
were uoder way for increased activity in the coming summer months,

Hallett Station (New Zealand Program): The first Ad4lie penguins appeared
on the i3th of October and 10 days later an estimated 2500 were present. Only
four skuas were present on the 23rd but the number had increased to about 30 on
the iat of the month. Band readings and continuation studies were delayed until
the birds were settled on their territories,

MoMurdo Station:

Biolab Stanford University: The McMurdo Station biological laboratory
inventory was completed in October and the laboratory areas prepared for summer
reearch activities Navy personnel began the installation of a substitute furnace
for the new office and library areas. A complete reorganization of the storage
James-,.Ray is in progress.

University of Arizona: The Weddell seal studies started about the
middle of October. Depth-time recorders and manometer-type depth gauges, which
are to be attached to the seals, were calibrated under low temperature cordi-
t.iots	Observations on the diving patterns of individually recognizable seals
were started

New York Zoological Society: Through joint efforts with the University
of Arizona, a hole has been cut in the ice and an ice shack set up for seal stud-
ies. The tagging of seal pups at Turtle Rock and of adults between Hut Point and
Turtle Rock was initiated,
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Stanford Univers ity: Three new ice stations were established over deep
water where temperature and salinity observations for ice crystal formation stud-
ies were under way. Construction began on an underwater propulsion device for
getting tow lines 'under the' ice between holes.

Preliminary growth experiments on Trematomus bernacchii were completed
at -.1,8 0c and a second series at OOC was in progress. Programs on salinity tol-
erance and cold adaptation as well as studies on social facilitation in relation
to metabolism were initiated. Tests of swimming activities and temperature meas-
urements were made on Trematornus borchrevinki.

CARTOGRAPHY

The aerial photography required in the Shackleton Glacier, Mt. Weaver, Bay
of Whales, Byrd Glacier and Mulock Glacier for completion of previous programs
was flown. Some photo runs were also made in the Queen Maud Range and over the
Balleny Islands.

GRAVITY AND NAGNETICS

McMurdo Station:

University of Wisconsin: Aerial magnetic flights were started in mid-
October, with one run of about 100 miles made west from McMurdo to the high
plateau of East Antarctica.

METEOROLOGY

Byrd Station:

U.S. Weather Bureau: Winds were particularly high in October. A new
high record of 18,7 knots average velocity was set for the month, and corres-
pondingly, temperatures were 3,40C (6.1 0F) higher than normal. Twenty-five radio-
sondes attained an average height of 31,968 m,. These included three severe weath-
er balloon releases with an average of 14,310 m height.

The ozone program progressed satisfactorily. The average snow accumula-
tion on 27 snow stakes was +1.4 cm for the month.
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Eights Station:

U.S. Weather Bureau: The average temperature in October was -30.2 0C
and the average wind speed 9.0 knots. The snowfall was only about 4 cm
(1.5 inches), the lowest recorded in a single month since the station was in-
stalled last February.

Hallett Station:

U.S. Weather Bureau: With the limiting of meteorological observations
at Hallett Station to summer requirements for the support of aircraft operations,
the radiation and ozone programs have been discontinued and equipment dismantled
for shipment to the other stations.

The upper air sounding program is continuing satisfactorily with the
radiometersonde program discontinued on the 27th . Balloon burst on the 24 flights
that were made near local noon averaged 29,404 m altitude. Surface weather ob-
servations were carried out routinely although snow stake readings previously
taken once a month are being discontinued as the ground in the area is generally
bare except for snowdrifts around the station buildings,

McMurdo Station:

U.S. Navy: (For standard surface and upper air observations see
Climat,)

Texas Western College: Three meteorological rockets were fired in
early October completing this program which was initiated in February 1962. The
first round was fired on the 3rd of October but GMD problems delayed location on
the target until +21 minutes at 30,340 feet. The target was tracked to ground
level at +148 minutes, The second round was fired on the 9th of October but the
firing squib caused voltage to the GIV]D to drop to 80 volts and disabled the an-
tenna control. No signal was located during 50 minutes of searching. The final
round ) fired a few days later, was also unsuccessful,

U.S. Weather Bureau: Four successful flights with albedo equipment
were made during the month. On the initial flight, data was gathered over Sturge
Island of the Balleny Island group and the area between there and Cape Adare. The
second flight covered the area between McMurdo Station and Hallett Station and
to the east of Hallett. The last two flights were east of McMurdo on the Ross
Ice Shelf and in the Bay of Whales area. Other shorter flights that were under-
taken were unsuccessful due to poor weather or malfunctioning of equipment. The
total flight distance was 550 miles.
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South Pole Station:

U.S. Weather Bureau: Temperatures above normal, observed the first
week of October, were followed by temperatures below normal during the last
half of the month. A record radiosonde average height was set for October with
29,922 m average, one flight reaching 1.8 mbs and 23 flights 10 mbs or higher.
Explosive warming in the upper atmosphere was noted during the last week.

The carbon dioxide program of the Scfipps Institution of Oceanography
operated by the U.S. Weather Bureau, was closed October 31st and equipment is
being returned to the States for calibration and repair. It is expected that the
program will be resumed again next year. From November 1962 to October 1963 the
average carbon dioxide content was 314.9 ppm, the highest monthly average being
in October with 316,0 ppm and the lowest in March with 314.1.

The summer routine of total ozone observations with the Dobson spectro-
photometer began October 15, with weather favorable for direct sun observations.
The surface ozone program continued satisfactorily with no data lost.

The snow-stake networks well away from the camp were measured during the
last two weeks in October, showing an average accumulation of 21.9 cm since the
last readings were obtained in November 1962.

Wilkes Station:

U.S. Weather Bureau and Australian Meteorological Service: October was
a cloudy, cold month with somewhat lower than normal wind speeds. Warming aloft
is lagging about 20 days behind last year with cold westerly winds continuing at
the higher levels. The supply of 1200-g radiosonde balloons has been exhausted
and the 600 ...g balloons now in use rarely attain heights above 200 mb, frequently
deflating lopsided. Of the 29 radiosondes that were flown, flight termination
was due to bursting for 20 and fading signals for 6. Wind information from 10 of
the balloons was terminated early because of limiting elevation angles.

The Mast ozone instrument performed reasonably well with two days' data
lost due to battery failure and airpump motor malfunction. Favorable weather con-
ditions permitted routine Dobson observations at frequent intervals. Two successive
ozonesondes were flown in October,
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STATION SEISMOLOGY

Byrd Station:

Coast and Geodetic Survey: Though some difficulties were experienced
with the long period vertical and north-south components, 126 principal seismic
phases were recorded and reported. The helicorder system which developed dif -
ficulties in September is now out of operation.

Hallett Station:

Coast and Geodetic Survey (New Zealand observer): Fifty-six earth-
quakes were recorded during October. Some unusual seismic activity occurred
which is believed to relate to sea ice movements,SesmometerandgaIvanometer
periods were determined during the latter part of the month,

South Pole Station:

Coast and Geodetic Survey: All seismograph equipment was back in op-
eration in October and performance was satisfactory.

Wilkes Station:

California Institute of Technology_ (Australian observer): Equipment
operated satisfactorily during October. Considerable time was spent on design
improvements to eliminate DC power supply switching transients,

UPPER ATMOSPHERIC PHYSICS

Byrd Station:

Aurora and Airgiow, Arctic Institute of North America: The auroral
substation personnel were evacuated early in October, closing out the auroral
heights measurement program. The patrol spectrograph was secured on the 4th of
the month, concluding the winter auroral program. The remainder of the month
was spent in packing up the data, writing reports and preparing the auroral equip-
ment for transfer to the incoming winter crew.

Geomagnetism, Coast and Geodetic Survey: The magnetic activity for
October was average compared to the last nine months. Eighteen sets of absolute
magnetic components were determined with the following averages:



declination	70 028.14'
horizontal field	16,303 g.
vertical field	57,969 g.

Ionospheric Soundings, National Bureau of Standards: Hourly values of
foF2 were recorded for 149 percent of the possible time compared to 214' percent a
year ago. Blanketing by sporadic E accounted for 11 percent of the missing values,
absorption 9 percent, and equipment problems 10 percent; the remainder was due to
spread echoes and deviative absorption. The maximum median for foF2, 5.6 mc/s,
occurred at 1700 local time and the minimum median, 3.14 mc/s, at 0300 local time.

Radio Noise, National Bureau of Standards: Satisfactory data was ob-
tained during most of the month. Some information was lost during the first part
of October due to generator difficulties.

VLF-ELF, Stanford University and Pacific Naval Laboratory: There were
some equipment problems due to power failures and strong power fluctuations but
difficulties were located and repaired with minimum loss of time. All special
and conjugate recordings were made on schedule. Both the whistler and hiss ac-
tivity decreased during the month although there several very short hiss bursts
in the lower frequency regions. Chorus showed strong activity at 1400 c/s to
1.5 kc/s, peaking at 1600 GMT.

VLF and Micropulsations, National Bureau of Standards: After a success-
ful month of operations this program terminated. The equipment will be trans-
ferred to the Eights Station.

Eights Station:

Aurora and Airglow, Arctic Institute of North America: All programs
have been closed down until the coming season. Minor equipment repairs are be-
ing made in preparation for the coming winter operations.

Geomagnetism, Coast and Geodetic Survey: In the absence of the geo-
magnetic observer who suffered third degree burn injuries, the auroral observer
has continued to operate the geomagnetic equipment. Ten sets of absolute measure-
ments taken in the early part of the month gave the following results:

declination	31'55.61
horizontal field	21,068 g.
vertical field	48,482 g.

SSC were noted on the 24th and the 29th of the month.
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Ionospheric Absorption, National Bureau of Standards: The riometer
equipment operated well except near the end of the month when some troubles de-
veloped in cables and connectors. Absorption activity was below the September
level,

VLF and Nicropulsations, National Bureau of Standards: The pre-
amplifier and the loop for the rnicropulsation program were dug up and relocated
on the snow surface.

1TLF 9 Stanford University: With the return of the sun both the whistler
and chorus activity declined considerably. All equipment is operating well.
Preparations have started for the removal of this equipment to Byrd Station,

Hallett Station:

Aurora, Arctic Institute of North America: The all-sky camera with
color film was closed, down on the 13th, and the camera with the black and white
film on the 16th. Patrol spectrograph operations were terminated for the season
on the 28th. The photometer filters with standard light and photomultiplier tubes
have been mailed out for calibration Plans are under way for moving the patrol
spectrograph to its former position on the western side of the tower,

Cosmic Hays, University of Maryland: A long copper-clad ground rod was
installed in an attempt to eliminate pickup of spurious noise due to poor ground-
ing. The Esterline-Angus recorder used with the scintillator stopped on the 28th
and it was necessary to remove it for cleaning and lubrication. All normal cal-
ibration schedules have been followed,

Earth Currents (New Zealand Program): With the exception of the Brown
recorder which gave some trouble on two different occasions, this program has op-
erated smoothly,

Ionospheric Absorption, National Bureau of Standards: Operations were
normal although there was increasing interference due to wind action on the an-
tenna

Ionospheric Soundings, National Bureau of Standards (New Zealandob-
server): The monthly mean values in the F2 region increased over September while
the Fl region appeared regularly between 1000 and 1500 local time with full-
weight values obtained most of the month, The E region also appeared regularly
and sporadic E was present on 95 percent of the recorded time, an increase of
52 percent over 'last month

VLF, Standard University ew Zealand observer): There was very
little equipment failure during the month but the aircraft beacon continues to
create a high level of interference. WV signals appear regularly between 0500
and approximately 1700 GI'ff,
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McMurdo Station:

Cosmic Ras, Bartol Research Foundation: Operations were satisfactory.
The equipment for the South Pole Station has been rechecked and is ready for ship-
ment later this summer when the building is completed.

South Pole Station:

Aurora, Arctic Institute of North America: As all auroral observations
are completed, the month was spent in scaling all-sky camera film and packing
records for return to the United States,

Geomagnetism, Coast and Geodetic Survey: The monthly means as computed
from scale values were as follows:

declination
	

27°37.4'
horizontal field 15,911 g.
vertical field

	56,727 g.

Fourteen sets of absolute measurements were made.

Ionospheric Absorption, National Bureau of Standards: Activity dropped
to normal daylight level with only 15 absorption events higher than 1.0 db and
no events at all on 7 days, The largest absorption occurred on the 25 th , 5.8 db.
Antenna impedence stayed nearly constant and the only equipment troubles ex-
perienced were of a minor nature i in the pOwer supplies:

VLF, Stanford University (National Bureau of Standards observer):
Strength of the hiss signals increased somewhat over the September average while
the chorus remained at about the same level. About 30 hours of recordings were
lost through various instrument problems. A boom for raising and lowering sup-
plies through the "wonder-arch" hatch has been constructed.

Wilkes Station:

Aurora, Arctic Institute of North America (Australian observer):
The aurora program ended on the last day of October with the coming of continual
light. A total of 3400 feet of all-sky camera film has been exposed and pro-
cessed. Except for one K-ba camera returned to Australia for minor repairs to
the shutter mechanism, the all-sky camera and associated equipment is in good con-
dition,

Geomagnetism, Coast and Geodetic Survey (Australian observer): All
the equipment has operated satisfacto±'ily though the DC power supply switching
transients are still causing interference. Part of the science building
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switchboard has been rebuilt. There is also some trouble with the rapid-run
magnetometer motor which jams occasionally,

Ionospheric Soundings, National Bureau of Standards (Australian
observer): Following completion of all current modifications, the C_LI sounding
program was started on the first of the month. There was only one minor failure
with a negligible loss of records. Fmin has been observed down to 350 kc/s and
FOE down to 700 kc/s in the new low frequency range.

FOREIGN SCIENTISTS AT U.S. STATIONS

McMurdo Station: Dr. Gennady Tarakanov,. USSR exchange scientist and
meteorologist, who has spent the winter at McMurdo Station, made the trip to
Byrd Station on the first C-130 of the season on the 12th of October.
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TABLE I - CLIMAT FOR OCTOBER 1963

Byrd
Station

Temperature, °C
Average	-27,6
Highest	-12.9
Lowest	_41.7

Station Pressure
(inches)

Average	23,656
Highest	24.230
Lowest	 23,140

Precipitation (inches)	Tr,

Snowfall (inches)	Tr,

Wind
Prevailing Direction	N
Average Speed (knots)	18,7
Fastest Mile (MPH)	46.1
Peak Gust (MPH)	51.8

Average Sky Cover	8.0
No. clear days	3
No, partially cloudy	4
No, cloudy	24

No. days with visibility less
than 1/4 mile	16

No. Radiosondes	25
Avg. height of Radiosondes (m) 31,968
No. RadiometersondeS
Avg. height of Radioraetersofldes
No, Ozonesondes
Avg. height of Ozonesondes

Hallett
Station

-18,0
- 6,2
-29.9

28.974
29.,
28 -56,

o,,1+4.
5.3

SW
7.5

62

7.7
2
9

20

3
45

24,894
8

14,141
3

25,341

Eights
Station

-30.2
- 2.8
-46.7

27,869
29.099*
29,072*
0.15
1.5

S
9.0

58,7

2
4

25

7

2
25,550

All figures above have been taken from radio messages and are unconfirmed.
* Sea Level
** North defined along 0 Greenwich
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Publications

The following publications received at the Office of Antarctic Programs during
October pertain to work supported in whole or in part by the National Science
Foundation under the U.S. Antarctic Research Program:

BEHRENDT, JOHN C., Wisconsin U. Seismic measurements on the ice sheet of the
Antarctic Peninsula. (Journal of geophysical research, Nov. 1, 19639
vol, 68, no. 21, p. 5973-5990.)

COXELL, H,, et al., Franklin Institute, Scintillator meson telescope for
studies of cosmic ray intensities, (Nuclear instruments and methods,
1963, vol. 23, no,,1, P. 45-56.) Other authors: W. W. Fairchild
and N. A. Pomerantz,

DOUNANI, GEORGE A., and P. TASCH, Ohio State U. Leaiid conchostracan zone in
Antarctica and its Gondwana equivalents. (Science, Nov. 1, 1963,
vol. 142, no, 3592 , P. 591-592,)

* GOEDEKE, A. D., et al,, Douglas Aircraft Co,, Inc. Results of 30 mc/s
riometer observations at McMurdo Sound, Antarctica, from February
through December 1962, 1963, 42 p0 (Douglas paper 1655) Other
authors: A 0 J. Masley and B. W. Wahi,

GOW, ANTHONY J., U.S. Army CRREL. Results of measurements in the 309 meter
bore hole at Byrd Station, Antarctica, (Journal of glaciology,
Oct,,, 1963, vol,, 4, no, 36, P. 771-784.)

HELLIWELL, R. A,, Stanford U. Whistler-triggered periodic very-low-frequency
emissions. (Journal of geophysical research, Oct, 1, 1963, vol. 68,
no, 19, P. 5387-53950

/
RANSEIER, RENE 0, ) U 0 S 0 Army CRREL. Some physical and mechanical properties

of polar snow, (Journal of glaciology, Oct, 1963, vol. 4, no, 36,
p 753-769,)

* SCHMIDT, RICHARD A., Wisconsin U. Microscopic extraterrestrial particles from
the Antarctic Peninsula Traverse, July 1963. 65 p. (Wisconsin U.
Geophysical and Polar Research Center. Research Report Series No,
63-3,)

Copies may be ordered from the Office of Technical Services, U.S, Dept. of
Commerce, Washington, D.C. 20230.
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